TALKING POINTS
1.	The existence of interference effects, even when only a single photon is passing through a double slit apparatus.
2.	What is actually "waving" when an electron is behaving like a standing wave in an atom, or when a beam of electrons forms a wave interference pattern?
3.	What is energy and where did it come from? 
4.	When a positron annihilates an electron, two gamma ray photons with no charge result. Where has the electric charge gone? What could electric charge be?
5.	Could any of the galaxies out there be all anti-matter?
6.	Why does the electron have equal charge to the proton, but only 1/1840 of the mass? What does this imply about charge and mass?
7.	The equations of both Einstein and Quantum theory allow for  a "reverse direction" for time. Why do we perceive a "forward arrow" of time and if the reverse direction existed what would it mean?
8.	Quantum tunnelling is when, say, an electron "burrows through" a seemingly impenetrable energy barrier, and appears miraculously on the other side. Quantum theorists say that the wave function was finite outside the barrier and therefore the probability of finding it there was also finite. What does tunnelling imply if the electron has zero possibility of being inside the actual barrier?
9.	New research indicates that photons exceed the speed of light by about 300 times when "tunnelling" through a barrier. Does this mean they are going backwards in time and arriving before they start (as required by Einstein's theory)?
10.	The laser demonstrates the correlation across space, which is possible with quantum effects. Distance correlation has also been demonstrated in other phenomena (superfluids, superconductivity, separated spin pairs). What does this imply about the nature of quantum effects?
11.	Memory is stored in a computer as patterns of ones and zeroes and retrieved by random access and matching patterns. Genetic memory is stored in the "alphabet" of the genes. It is again retrieved by random matching of patterns. Does the brain's memory work on a system of randomly matching "quantum patterns"?
12.	 Why are the constants of nature, (Planck's constant, gravitation etc.) so delicately balanced to enable stars to form, and then to allow stars to manufacture the heavier elements, which are essential to our existence?


Additional discussion on some of the above points
1. Young's famous double slit experiment with light showed wave-like behaviour as the light from adjacent slits interfered to form bright lines of reinforcement and dark lines of annihilation (destructive interference). A further experiment by Thomas, showed that the wave superposition pattern appears, even when the light is so weak that only one photon can be passing through the slits at a time. When a detector is placed directly after the slits it is found that the photon of light is indeed passing through only one of the slits, but somehow a wave must be being generated at the other slit to interfere with it, or no pattern could appear.

2. The electron wave, in quantum mechanics, is described by a mathematical wave-function,  , which, it is claimed, has no direct alignment with a physical quantity. Sound waves are waves of pressure in air molecules. Sea waves are waves of water. All waves transport energy. What is waving when an electron wave is refracted in an electron microscope, or behaving as a trapped or standing wave in an atom?
    Whenever an electron is measured, it is found to be very small and concentrated in space. The wave function, , when multiplied by its complex conjugate function, *, gives the probability of finding the electron at any point in space, if it were to be measured. But it seems meaningless to model the electron as a travelling wave of probability?! Whatever is waving has a wavelength and frequency, as shown in an electron microscope or a diffraction experiment. So the question of what is actually waving seems to be still open.

3. We have a law about the conservation of energy, and a list of forms it can take. Einstein showed (E = mc2), that a particle with mass is an extremely concentrated form of energy. Some of this energy can be released (nuclear reactors, bombs). But what is energy? One clue could be that in Einstein's General Theory of Relativity, the total energy, E, of a system is the momentum component in the time dimension. Momentum is also defined (as mass * velocity) in the 3 (x, y & z) dimensions of space. Could we  model energy itself, then, as momentum in time, or the ability of objects, or light beams, to continue to exist? Remembering the above discussion about matter waves, this could mean that energy is a changing (because all waves change amplitude) disturbance, in  the underlying space-time background  (because all waves are disturbances of some medium).

4. There is a law in physics that total electric charge is never added to nor destroyed. However, when an electron meets a positron (positive electron) which has been generated by a particle collider, the two particles spiral around each other briefly and then annihilate each other, producing two gamma ray photons equivalent to the energy equivalence of the mass of two electrons. Mass has converted to pure electro-magnetic energy and charge has "vanished". When an electron meets a proton, however, a Hydrogen atom (standing wave) forms and the opposite charges do not annihilate. Under extreme conditions of pressure (e.g. collapsed star), it is possible for an electron and proton in a Hydrogen atom to combine into a zero charge neutron. Experiments show that the positive and negative charge are still present, and concentrated in different regions, inside the neutron. The theory that the neutron is composed of three quarks with fractional charge could account for this inner structure.

So electric charge is a mysterious phenomenon. Theoretically we could reverse the electron/positron annihilation, showing that two opposite electric charges can be generated from a concentrated electromagnetic disturbance of space (gamma rays). Could that electric charge represent a wave, which is pulsating in an unseen dimension? Extra dimensions are a common element in several current theories, which are attempting to combine all the four forces of nature into one theory.

5. The assumption has been made by many astronomers that, in the big bang, matter wiped out all the anti-matter, leaving a residue of matter behind to form all the stars and galaxies. Is their any real proof that this happened? Could the aftermath of the big bang have contained alternating pockets of matter and anti-matter, which separated in the expansion process and formed a set of galaxies, which alternate as to matter and anti-matter? Theoretically, there is no way of telling from a distance, since all chemical and nuclear processes, and the radiation they emit, should be identical. There are, of course, colliding galaxies out there and there appears to be no sign of the holocaust which would occur if a matter galaxy met an anti-matter galaxy.

6. The facts, that the electron can be demonstrated in some experiments to occupy an extremely small amount of space compared to a proton (diam. ~ 10-14 m); and that it also contains a small fraction of the mass of a proton, seem to suggest that the electric charge is somehow independent of mass (and by implication, energy). The negligible 3D space occupied by the electron suggests that if the electric nature is some kind of 
wave, as everything else seems to be, then perhaps it is waving in an unseen dimension. Superstring theory posits the existence of ten dimensions overall.

7. What would it mean, if there were a reverse direction of time? Microscopic particle interactions are all reversible, but large-scale events are nearly always irreversible. A film of most events run backwards is obviously impossible (eg. A dropped cup flies off the floor and reassembles itself). The explanation comes down to thermodynamics, and the tendency of systems to move towards the more probable state. So it is possible for a limited set of events to run backwards (eg. A skater gliding forward with skates together on the ice). We are not likely to ever see everyday events running backwards, however, so what is the meaning of reverse time?
 One suggestion, is that the "forward" direction of time that we experience, is the  product of positive and negative "imaginary time". Imaginary time is the time component which appears in both quantum and relativity equations combined with the imaginary number i or -1. What imaginary time actually means is open to question.

